The “List of Blocks Available for Leasing” contained in the Final Notice of Sale 190 Package contains an administrative code error. The "Bid System" code, "RS D - 0 - 199m water depth; possible royalty suspension for 20 bcf of deep gas production >15,000 feet; 16 2/3% Royalty Rate," is incorrect. This code is changed to read as follows:

“RS D1 - 0 - 199m water depth; the royalty suspension volumes, conditions, and requirements prescribed in 30 CFR 203.41 through 203.47 (effective March 1, 2004), published at 69 FR 3492 through 3514 on January 26, 2004, apply to shallow water deep gas production from this sale; 16 2/3% Royalty Rate.”

Each time that the Bid System code “RS D” appears in the List of Blocks Available for Leasing, it shall be replaced with “RS D1.”

Please note: This correction does not affect, revise, or modify the Final Notice of Sale (FNOS) 190 published at 69 FR 7010 through 7013 on February 12, 2004, or the Royalty Suspension Provisions document within the Final Notice of Sale 190 Package.

MMS regrets any inconvenience this error may have caused.
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